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SUMMARY

At least one antigen of the virion coat of the mammary
tumor virus (MTV) is common to all strains of MTV studied;
thus, this virus is characterized by external group-specific
antigenicity. In addition, several coat antigens possessed by
one or several, but not all, MTV strains have been detected by
means of absorption procedures in immunodiffusion. These
antigens are not equivalent to the type-specific antigens
characteristic of the avian leukosis-sarcoma complex; the
distinctive antigens of the MTV complex do not correlate in
distribution with the known characteristics of the virus strains.

INTRODUCTION

Common or group specific antigens of the MTV2 virion coat

have been repeatedly detected in neutralization and
immunodiffusion studies with rabbit and mouse antisera (2â€”5,
8). MTV from the mouse strains C3H, C3Hf, A, RIII, DBA,
WILD, and GR all exhibit antigenic cross-reactivity in
experiments designed to detect virion coat antigens (7). Since
these results are in contrast to reports on the antigenicity of
other RNA oncogenic viruses in which type-specific antigens are
characteristic of the virion coat (9), I have carried out several
immunodiffusion experiments designed to detect any antigenic
differences which may underlie the demonstrated antigenic
similarity. I previously reported the presence of an antigenicity
possessed by the MTV's derived from the C3H and DBA

strains which was shared by neither the low tumorigenic NFV
variant of MTV nor the variant of MTV isolated from wild
mice (7). These antigenic differences were demonstrated by
the development of spurs on immunodiffusion precipitate
lines. Because of the frequent difficulty in visualizing these
spurs, I have since used an absorption procedure which permits
an easier interpretation of the results. Four strains of MTV and
2 to 3 rabbit antisera against each of the 4 MTV's were

compared in all possible combinations. By this method, 6
antigens were detected.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

MTV was obtained from 4 strains of mice for these studies.
The MTV from each strain was transferred from the strain of
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origin to the BALB/cCrgl by foster nursing (C3H, GR, and
WILD) or by transplantation of infected mammary tissue
(NIV). Thus, all virus used for immunization of the rabbits or
purified for use as absorbing or reacting antigen in the
immunodiffusion plates was obtained from mice of a single
genotype, eliminating any possible differences due to host
antigens.

MTV for immunization of the rabbits was obtained from
hyperplastic or neoplastic mammary tissue of BALB/cfC3H
and BALB/cNIV mice and from the milk of BALB/cfGR and
BALB/cfWILD mice. MTV used as absorbing or reacting
antigen in the immunodiffusion plates was obtained from the
milk of the 4 sublines. The partial purification of the MTV
antigen from tissue extracts by differential centrifugation and
from milk by sucrose density gradient centrifugation has been
described previously (7). The antigen preparations were frozen
at â€”70Â°until needed.

Three antisera were prepared against C3H MTV (BC-1,
BC-2, and BC-3), 2 against NIV MTV (BN-1 and BN-2), 3
against GR MTV (BG-1, BG-2, and BG-3), and 2 against WILD
MTV (BW-1 and BW-2). Preparation of the rabbit antisera has
been described previously (7). All sera were frozen at â€”4Â°in

aliquots until needed. Since normal mouse tissue or milk
antigens were still present in the various MTV preparations
used for immunization of the rabbits, regardless of whether
the MTV was prepared by differential centrifugation or
sucrose density gradient centrifugation, all sera were absorbed
by being mixed with normal, MTV-free BALB/c milk, in
approximately equal volumes, just prior to the addition of the
antisera to the immunodiffusion plates. All of the antisera
were capable of precipitating MTV virions from each of the 4
sources.

The immunodiffusion plates were prepared with 0.6% Noble
agar, 0.85% NaCl solution, and 1:10,000 Merthiolate in
distilled water, at pH 7. Wells were cut in the agar with a metal
tube (diameter, 4 mm) at a distance of 4 mm from one
another. Plates were stored in the refrigerator until used. After
addition of antigen, the plates were maintained in a covered
plastic container in an incubator at 37Â°.Precipitate lines were

visible 1 to 2 days after the addition of the antiserum, but the
plates were routinely examined for 2 to 3 weeks. The only
antigen studied in these experiments was the MTV virion (7).
This large antigen moves relatively slowly through the agar,
and, as a result, the line of precipitate resulting from the
interaction between the MTV virions and the rabbit antibodies
occurs as a curved line close to the antigen well. Thus, several
different MTV virion preparations can easily be tested on the
same plate, and any MTV virion precipitate line that occurs is
characteristic and unmistakable.
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The experiments were so designed that other MTV antigens,
such as the soluble MTV antigen(s) released from virions by
freezing or aging and found normally in milk samples from
multiparous females, were not detected. Rabbits immunized
with small quantities of MTV virions, without adjuvant, do not
develop detectable titers of antibodies against the soluble MTV
antigen (7); all rabbit antisera used in this experiment were so
prepared.

Absorption of the antiserum with MTV antigen was carried
out directly in the immunodiffusion plate. On Days 1 and 2,
the absorbing MTV antigen was added to the antiserum well,
and the test antiserum was added to that well on Day 3. Also
on Day 3, MTV antigen from each of the 4 strains was added
to the plate, in wells circling the antiserum well. Within 1 or 2
days, a ring formed around the antiserum well, indicating
reaction of the rabbit antiserum with the absorbing antigen
which had been added on the previous days (thus absorbing
out the cross-reacting antibodies). No precipitate line occurred
in the vicinity of the well to which the antigen homologous to
the absorbing antigen had been placed on Day 3, which
indicated that the absorption was complete. (If reaction with
the homologous antigen did occur, indicating incomplete
absorption, the immunodiffusion plate was discarded, and the
test was repeated with dilutions of antiserum until no reaction
occurred.) Depending upon the antiserum used, a precipitate
line may or may not have occurred in the vicinity of each of
the other test antigen wells, indicating the presence in the
antiserum of antibodies against that virus which had not
reacted with the absorbing virus. Each test was repeated at
least twice, and usually 4 to 6 times, over a period of 1 year. A
sample test is diagrammed in Chart 1. A number of controls
were included in the various tests. The antigens and antisera
were monitored for potency, and the antisera were monitored
for the efficacy of the absorption of antitissue antibodies by
the pretreatment with virus-free BALB/c milk. Several plates
were always set up at 1 time so that each antigen preparation
was tested against several antisera at the same time.

In other control tests, the MTV antigen preparations were
tested in immunodiffusion by reaction with a monkey
antiserum against a murine leukemia virus (antiserum against
Rauscher virus). No reaction was observed. Although evidence
for leukemia virus contamination of BALB/c mice from this
colony has been obtained (J. Hartley, personal
communication), there is no indication that sufficient
replication of the virus occurs in mice of this BALB/c subline
to interfere with the interpretation of the results presented
herein.

RESULTS

Each antiserum was absorbed with, and tested for ability to
react with, each of the 4 antigens. No test was counted unless
the antigen used for absorption removed all the antibodies
against that antigen and therefore did not precipitate that
antigen sample. Ten antisera were tested, for a total of 30
possible experimental absorptions. The pertinent results are
reported in Table 1. If the antiserum still reacted with a test
antigen after absorption with another antigen in most or all of
the trials, the results are recorded as ++. Those tests in which

no positive reactions occurred are recorded as 0. If a positive
reaction (i.e., development of a precipitate line) occurred in
some of the trials but did not occur in 2 or more of the trials,
the result was considered to be less significant and is recorded
as +. In the interpretation of the results, the inconsistently
positive results are considered to be positive. Although
immunodiffusion can be a fairly sensitive detection procedure,
it is not so when the antigen used is as large and slow moving
as the MTV virion. Thus, in some tests, the reaction may be
below the threshold of detection, as the result of slight
variations in the testing procedure. I have therefore chosen to
interpret as significant the appearance of any positive
reactions, since my control procedures were much more
efficient in detecting false positives (resulting from incomplete
absorptions) than they were in detecting false negatives
(resulting from reactions below the threshold of perception).

Examination of the checkerboard of results revealed several
patterns of antiserum reactivity which indicate the presence of
at least 6 different antigenic specificities, possessed by 1, 2, or
3 of the 4 MTV strains tested. These results have been
arranged and tabulated in Table 1.

Five of the antisera detected an antigen (A) present in C3H,
GR, and WILD MTV's which was absent from the N1V MTV.

Consistently positive reactions were obtained with all 5
antisera. The remaining 3 antisera against either C3H or GR
MTV did not detect this antigen.

Similarly, 5 of the antisera detected an antigen (B) present
in C3H, GR, and NIV MTV's which was absent from the WILD

MTV. Two of these antisera gave consistently positive
reactions; some of the reactions obtained with the other 3
antisera were less consistent. The remaining 3 antisera against
either C3H or GR MTV did not detect this antigen.

Similarly, 5 of the antisera detected an antigen (C) present
in C3H, NIV, and WILD MTV's which was not present in the

GR MTV. Only 1 of these antisera consistently gave a positive
reaction, however. Two of the antisera against C3H MTV did
not detect this antigen.

None of the 10 antisera detected an antigen possessed by all
the viruses except the C3H MTV. Similar results were obtained
in the previously reported spur analysis experiments (7).

Four of the antisera detected an antigen (D) present in the
C3H and GR MTV's but lacking in the other 2. The trials were

consistently positive with only 1 of these antisera, however.
One of the antisera against C3H MTV and 1 against GR MTV
did not detect this antigen.

Two distinctive antigens, possessed by only a single strain,
were also detected in these experiments. Both of the tested
antisera against NIV MTV still reacted with NIV antigen after
absorption with any of the other MTV's (Antigen E) (Fig. 1)

and 1 of the 2 antisera against WILD MTV still reacted with
WILD antigen after absorption with any of the other MTV's

(Antigen F). The results were consistent with all of these
antisera.

Using the 10 antisera, the 30 possible experimental
absorptions were carried out. Of these absorptions, 22 that
detected distinctive antigens are listed in Table 1. In 4 tests
not shown in Table 1, absorption with the heterologous
antigen removed all antibodies against MTV; these results were
consistent with expectation.

In 2 of the tests, new antigens were apparently detected,
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but the results were inconsistent (+ on the scale in Table 1)
and were not confirmed by any other antiserum. These
possible antigens have therefore not been included in this
analysis, and additional antisera will have to be tested to
confirm or deny their existence. The tests were as follows.
Antiserum BG-1, when absorbed with C3H MTV, still reacted
with GR and NIV MTV's, but not with C3H or WILD,

indicating an antigen shared by GR and NIV but not by the
other 2. BG-2, when absorbed with C3H MTV, still reacted
with GR MTV but not with the others, indicating an antigen
distinctive for GR MTV.

In the remaining 2 tests, results inconsistent with
expectation were obtained. These results are at present
unexplained. BC-2, after absorption with WILD MTV, reacted
strongly with C3H and NIV but not GR, suggesting an antigen
shared by C3H and NIV but not the 2 others. However, the
same antiserum, when absorbed with NIV, reacted with GR
and C3H but not with NIV and WILD (delineating Antigen D);
thus it should still have reacted with GR MTV after absorption
with the WILD MTV, since anti-D antibodies should still be
present. (It is possible that the interpretation of the existence
of antigen D with this antiserum is in error; however, 3 other
antisera also detected antigen D.) The 2nd inconsistent result
occurred when Antiserum BG-3 was absorbed with C3H MTV.
The absorbed antiserum reacted in some tests only with WILD
MTV. The fact that this antiserum, raised against GR MTV,
reacted after absorption not with the homolgous antigen (GR
MTV) but with a heterologous antigen (WILD MTV) suggests
that some of the differences detected in these tests could be
qualitative rather than quantitative.

The number of antigens detected by any one antiserum
varied from 1 to 3. Of the 3 antisera against C3H MTV, BC-1
detected only Antigen A, BC-2 detected Antigens C and D,
and BC-3 detected Antigens B and D. Both of the antisera
against NIV MTV detected all 3 antigens characteristic of NIV
(B, C, and E). Of the 3 antisera against GR MTV, BG-1
detected Antigens B and D (and possibly an antigen shared by
GR and NIV), BG-2 detected A and B (and possibly a
distinctive GR antigen), and BG-3 detected A and D. Two
antisera against WILD MTV were tested; BW-1 detected
Antigens A and C, and BW-2 detected A, C, and F.

DISCUSSION

The 4 MTV strains studied in this experiment were chosen
to represent as broad a spectrum of MTV types as possible (6).
These strains differ in origin, infection patterns, relative
oncogenicity, and types of lesions produced after infection.
The C3H strain of MTV originated in a mouse strain of
American origin. It is transmitted via the mother's milk, is

highly oncogenic, and produces hyperplastic alveolar nodules
in the mammary parenchyma from which the tumors finally
develop. The GR strain of MTV originated in a mouse strain of
European origin. It is transmitted both by the mother's milk

and, in the GR strain, by the germ cells of either parent. It is
also highly oncogenic, but the lesions it typically produces in
the mammary parenchyma are plaques, and the resulting
tumors are frequently hormone dependent. The NIV variant of
MTV was isolated from C3H mice after the highly oncogenic,

,BALB/cfWILD BALB/cfNIV

Chart 1. Detection of Antigen B of the virion coat (see text and
Table 1) by absorption procedures in immunodiffusion. MTV B-particle
antigen from 4 sources has been caused to react with an antiserum from
a rabbit immunized with one of the virus preparations. In this example,
the absorbing antigen (BALB/cfWILD) was added to the center well
on Days 1 and 2. On Day 3 the other reactants were added: rabbit
antiserum against BALB/cfNIV MTV (antiserum BN-1) was added to
the center well, and MTV B-particle preparations from all 4 sources
were added to the well on the periphery, as shown. The antiserum
reacted with the absorbing antigen to produce the ring around the
center well. The completeness of the absorption was indicated by the
lack of a precipitate line near the antigen well filled with a sample of
the absorbing antigen (BALB/cfWILD). Precipitate lines (characteristic
of the interaction of rabbit antibody with the MTV virion) were formed
close to the other 3 wells, indicating that the other 3 MTV's contained

virion coat antigenicity recognized by the antiserum which was not
possessed by the BALB/cfWILD MTV (chart not drawn to scale).

milk-transmitted MTV had been removed by foster nursing.
The NIV variant is transmitted by the germ cells in mice of the
C3H genotype, but by the mother's milk in mice of the
BALB/c genotype. It is less oncogenic than the other MTV's

tested. The 4th MTV variant was isolated from wild house
mice by Andervont and Dunn in the 1950's (1) and, since

then, has been carried by mice of the BALB/c genotype. Its
characteristics are similar to those of the C3H MTV, except
that it is less oncogenic.

It seems reasonable to think that if type-specific
antigenicity were to exist in the MTV complex, it should be
detected in a comparison of these 4 strains. And indeed,
Antigens E (characteristic of NIV) and F (characteristic of
WILD) may represent just exactly that. More striking is the
observation that the other antigens detected are randomly
distributed among the virus strains studied. Three of the
viruses each lack an antigen which is possessed both by the
C3H virus and by the other 2.

The antigens listed in Table 1 cannot represent the full
spectrum of antigens on the virion coat. Each of the antisera
used in this experiment can precipitate the MTV virion from
any of the 4 MTV strains examined. However, if only the 6
antigens detected here are considered, some of the antisera
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Table 1

Detection by immunodiffusion of various virion coat antigens in different strains of MTV

All MTV antigen was obtained from BALB/c females infected with the MTV. Each antiserum was
absorbed with and tested against each MTV antigen at least twice, and usually 4 to 6 times, over a period
of 1 year.

Detected by

Reacted with MTVstrainAntigenABCDEFPresent

in
MTV strainAntiserumC3H,

GR, WILDBC-1BG-2BG-3BW-1BW-2C3H,

GR, NIVBC-3BN-1BN-2BG-1BG-2C3H,

NIV, WILDBC-2BN-1BN-2BW-1BW-2C3H,

GRBC-2BC-3BG-1BG-3NIV

BN-1BN-2WILD

BW-2Absorbed

with
MTV strainC3HNIV

++Â°NIV

++NIV
++NIV
-H-NIV
-Hi-WILD

++WILD
++WILD
+WILD
++WILD
+GR

+GR
++GR
+GR
+GR
+NIV

++NIV
++NIV
+WILD
+C3H

0C3H
0C3H

0GRâ€¢H-â€¢H-â€¢H--H--H-+++++â€¢H--H-00000+â€¢H-++000NIV00000+â€¢H-â€¢H-â€¢H--H-â€¢H-â€¢H-+++0000++â€¢H-0WILDâ€¢H--H--H-++-H-00000++++-H-+000000++

. *â€¢,a positive reaction occurred in all or most of the trials; +, a positive reaction occurred in some of

the trials, but not consistently ; 0, no positive reactions occurred.

should not react with all of the MTV strains. For example.
BC-1 apparently detects only Antigen A, and yet it can
precipitate the NIV MTV, which does not possess Antigen A.
Thus, there must be at least 1 other coat antigen, perhaps
common to all the MTV strains, that was not detected by the
absorption procedures (and that obviously would not be
detected in absorption experiments if it were common to all
the MTV strains).

We can thus hypothesize that there is also at least 1 antigen
common to all the MTV strains. This antigen we can consider
to be a group-specific antigen of the virion coat. (An
alternative hypothesis would be that several more antigens
exist which, in their complexity of occurrence, mimic a
universal antigen.)

In addition, we can detect at least 6 antigens, each of which
is shared by some but not all of the virus strains. Some of
these could be considered to be true type-specific antigens of
the virion coat. However, some of the others do not appear to
be typical type-specific antigens, as characteristic of the avian
leukosis-sarcoma complex in which the type-specific antigens
are shared by groups of viruses, rather than randomly
distributed. Important viral characteristics, such as
interference with superinfection and ability to infect chick

cells of different genotype, are correlated with the
type-specific antigens. In the MTV system, Antigens A through
D appear to be randomly distributed. This suggests that the
mode of variation and the function of the antigens are quite
different from those of the avian leukosis-sarcoma
type-specific antigens. It is probable that the antigens detected
actually represent configurational differences of only a few
(perhaps even only 1) glycoproteins of the virion coat. If this
glycoprotein is essential for a viral function, perhaps
attachment to and penetration of a target cell, it would be
antigenically stable. We would therefore always find some
cross-reacting antigenicity between MTV strains. At the same
time, variation in some parts of the macromolecule may be
compatible with viral survival and, indeed, may even have
selective value in the association of an MTV strain with the
particular mouse strain in which it has been vertically
transmitted for decades.

The antigenic diversity detected in these experiments needs
to be confirmed in neutralization, precipitation, or absorption
experiments, which include titrations of virus and of
antiserum. Such studies, however, await the development of
procedures for the detection of MTV antigen and infectivity
that are more sensitive than those currently available.
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CONCLUSIONS

Type-specific antigenicity of the virion coat of MTV thus
appears to be considerably different from that of other RNA
oncogenic viruses. A random distribution of type-specific
antigens was detected in this experiment. The antigens thus far
detected do not correlate with the known characteristics of
MTV, such as infection patterns, relative oncogenicity, or
types of lesions produced.
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Fig. 1. Detection of Antigen E of the virion coat (see text and Table
1) by absorption procedures in immunodiffusion. MTV B-particle
antigen from 4 sources has been caused to react with an antiserum from
a rabbit immunized with 1 of the virus preparations. In this example,
the absorbing antigen (BALB/cfC3H MTV) was added to the center
well on Days 1 and 2. On Day 3, the other reactants were added: rabbit
antiserum against BALB/cNIV MTV (antiserum BN-1) was added to the
center well, and MTV B-particle preparations from all 4 sources were
added to the wells on the periphery. The antiserum reacted with the
absorbing antigen to produce the ring around the center well. The
completeness of the absorption is indicated by the lack of a precipitate
line near the antigen well filled with a sample of the BALB/cfC3H MTV
used for absorption (upper right well). A precipitate line (characteristic
of the interaction of rabbit antibody with the MTV virions) has formed
close to the lower right well, (BALB/cNIV MTV antigen), indicating
that the NIV MTV contains virion coat antigenicity recognized by the
antiserum which is not possessed by the other 3 MTV's. X 4.
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